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    Panicked by the motive of a faceless Islamic group in sending out young Nigerians abroad under the cover of 

Islamic training, the Security Service have opened up the biggest investigation yet into a suspected Islamic network. 

 

    On the face value, their trip abroad, like several other similar Islamic trips facilitated by Islamic clerics, was to seek 

and advance their knowledge of Islam.   And by the end of the proposed course, they would have acquired a superior 

knowledge of Islam, such that on return, they would become teachers and vanguards of the faith.   That was as much 

as they knew, until August 2003, when they embarked on what many have come to describe as the journey to the 

unknown. 

 

    From Kano alone, there were about eight young men, some of them from the Kano school of legal and Islamic 

studies.   Others came from Yobe State including other parts of the north.   In all, they were about 28 Nigerians that 

were sent abroad by a suspected network of Islamic scholars whose real identity is currently the subject of an 

intensive security verification in Kano as at last week. 

 

    Part of the plot to ferry the youths abroad was a pledge that they were to travel by air.   But not before they were 

made to sign an understanding.   The understanding, written in Hausa was a pre-condition to be enlisted in the great 

Islamic journey.   Besides the undertaking, they were also ordered to keep the journey a top secret with the 

explanation that should they disclose it to their friends, it would result in a mammoth amount of interest as many 

people would like to be given the privilege.   Contents of the terms of agreement made available to this magazine 

include the fault that neither the faceless group behind the movement nor their agents would be responsible to the 

youths who were to embark on the journey in case of any accident, ill-health, and death of any of the young men, 

some of whom were below 10 years of age.   Other details of the agreement included that no form of business, or 

going to school is allowed for the four-year-duration of the course.   In the same vein, financial assistance of whatever 

form will be minimal, in fact restricted to the sum of $7 per month which is meant for soap and other toiletries. 

 

    According to security authorities in Kano, the document upon which the agreement was written has no name, and it 

is not registered in any form with any corporate body.   However, following investigations, it was discovered that the 

group has agents, operating under the guise of Islam.   By last week, at least three people had been linked with the 

exercise and were subsequently detained.   However, they were released on bail on the orders of a federal high court 

in Kano. 

 

    Those linked with the operations include one Muhammad Bello Iliya Damagun, Nazifi Muhammed Inuwa and one 

Muawiya Baba Yaro, persons whom security experts described as part of the network.   According to the security 

sources, both Nazifi and Bello had known each other in Sudan, while Muawiya and Bello met, not in Nigeria, but in 



Mauritania when Muawiya was doing post graduate study at the Muhammed Bin Saudi University.   This is a 

university which has since been shut down by the government of Mauritania following its fundamental posture on 

Islamic issues. 

 

    Equally worrisome, said sources from the state service, is that security service was said to have traced a large sum 

of money in the accounts of one of the suspects to three banks, even while the suspect is said to have no serious 

money-yielding business in existence.   The state service is actually suspecting that the network may not be far from 

being fledging fundamentalist group that would in the future pose serious security problems.   It holds that to send 

these young these young boys to a desolate place is simply to harden them so that when they come back, they will 

be capable of inhuman responses to issues.    

 

    But the suspects disagree.   According to the statement of account deposed to by the suspects in suit number 

FHCK/CP/44/2004 and filed by Ja'afaru abbas-Ibrahim and company, a legal firm, the suspects are claiming to be 

innocent and have since asked the court to enforce their fundamental human rights, as well as order their release 

from detention.   They also ask for monetary compensation of 35 million naira as well as a written apology from the 

director general of the state security services and the inspector general of police, both of whom are defendants in the 

suit. 

 

    In an affidavit sworn to by Suleiman Isiyaku and Tijjani Haladu and Maryam babayaro, relations of the suspects, 

they stated that Muhammed Bello Iliya damagun is a law-abiding Nigerian, a patriotic businessman, and an Islamic 

scholar.   They added that he was arrested on Monday, 24 June 2004 by operatives of the State security service at 

his Kano residence and whisked away.   They also declared that Nazifi was also arrested on the same day, whereas 

Muawiya was invited on 18 June by the state security service.   They said that Nazifi was a graduate of the Islamic 

University in Medina, Saudi Arabia and that he is currently a lecturer at the Kano State school of legal and Islamic 

studies, as well as a deputy director at the National Islamic Research and Propagation, a non-governmental 

organization. 

 

    They equally declared that the arrest of trio has nothing to do with the commission of any criminal offense but as a 

result of their religious beliefs and their posture against corruption in society, coupled with the applicants' capacity to 

influence and mobilize people within their community.   They also posited that the arrest of the applicants "is an 

attempt by the federal government of Nigeria to intimidate and harass Islamic clerics so as to check the spread of 

Islamic consciousness among the people of Nigeria and Kano State in particular under the guise of fundamentalism, 

extremism or terrorism."   Interestingly, for days, the theory of religious persecution has been widespread and 

promoted, courtesy of a media, which has one of the suspects as its directors.   However, security sources 

maintained that as usual, the suspects are quick to hide their suspicious activities under religion and are fast to lay 

claims to a theory of sentiment. 



 

    On Friday, 9 July, the state director of security service told a selected group of newsmen that the "service 

suspected that these youths were taken to Mauritania to mould them to become extremist Islamic zealots."   Not a 

few analysts agree with this possibility, while many suspected that the network is only at an infant stage of a 

rebellious group. 

 

    Speaking to the media, one of the young men who escaped from the camp, Hamza Muhammed explained that 

they accepted to undertake the trip because they were told that it was a purely Islamic enterprise.   But it turned out to 

be different.   The journey was billed as a flight but they were deceived to start by road after they had deceived their 

families that they were going by air.   The journey by road was horrendous.   It passed through Bamako and several 

other countries before they got to Mauritania.   "Right there in Nouakchott, the capital of Mauritania, they moved us 

onto a bus and we traveled several kilometers to an open camp that was isolated and desolate," said Hamza. 

 

    According to him, at the capital, they ensured "we were placed in a vehicle and was not allowed to interact with 

anybody and by the time we came to the camp, we were shocked the more, because there was school but there were 

no Mallams [teachers] to teach us."   He went further, "we started asking questions but got few answers.   Our food 

was so small.   We were so hungry that sometimes, we begged to die and when we fall sick, we had to beg to get 

money to buy drugs, as the people who brought us there simply abandoned us, yet there were holding our passports 

so that we cannot escape," he continued.   "In January, 10 small boys were brought from Nigeria to join us, but it was 

also then that we decided to leave as our suffering was unbearable and we have been in this condition for nine 

months doing nothing, just suffering," he explained. 

 

    To get back their passports, they rebelled heavily against the leader of the camp.   "We started fighting for them to 

give us our passports.   We almost burnt down the place before they gave them to us."   They journeyed for two 

months on the road back from Mauritania to Mali and to Burkina Faso, to Niger and then to Nigeria.   They returned 

on 26 May 2004, about seven of them leaving several others in the camp, dying to come back home.    

 

    According to the state security services, the network is a suspicious one because there are several Islamic points 

of learning ran by great Islamic scholars in Kano, adding that to recruit youths to travel abroad for the same purpose, 

even when for nine months they learnt nothing is doubtful.   Besides, there was no semblance of care at the training 

camp and feeding was at the barest minimum, they added, leading to the fact that the suspects have not revealed the 

real motive for the recruitment of the boys.   On several occasions there have been suspicions that the northern part 

of the country is too close to religious rebellion and several times, it has been refuted.   Yet, the fear persists that 

Kano State is too close to fundamentalism and that Nigeria is coming close to a life of terror. 

	


